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Embeddings
Our world-class embeddings for your search and RAG systems
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Reranker
Maximize the search relevancy and RAG accuracy at ease


For Power Users
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PromptPerfect
Premier tool for prompt engineering


More power user tools
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SceneXplain
Leading AI solution for image captions and video summaries
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BestBanner
Blog to banner, without the prompts!
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JinaChat
More modality, longer memory, less cost
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Rationale
Ultimate AI decision-making tools






For Developers
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DocArray
The data structure for multimodal data
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Jina
Build multimodal AI applications on the cloud


More developer tools
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CLIP-as-service
Embed images and sentences into fixed-length vectors with CLIP
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Finetuner
Fine-tune embeddings on domain specific data for better search quality
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JCloud
Deploy a local project as a cloud service. Radically easy, no nasty surprises.
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LangChain-Serve
Langchain apps on production with Jina & FastAPI
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VectorDB
A Python vector database you just need - no more, no less
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DALL-E Flow
A human-in-the-Loop workflow for creating HD images from text
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DiscoArt
Create compelling Disco Diffusion artworks in one line of code
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ThinkGPT
Agent techniques to augment your LLM and push it beyond its limits
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DevGPT
Your virtual development team
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RunGPT
An open-source cloud-native of large multimodal models serving framework
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Jerboa
An experimental finetuner for open-source LLMs
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[image: Screenshot of a Tetris-like game with "Score: 40" and "Press Start 2P" text on display.]



Tech blog



DSPy: Not Your Average Prompt Engineering


Heads up, Bay Area guys ditched their AVP already and buzz about DSPy now. Could DSPy be the new go-to framework for prompt engineering after LangChain and LlamaIndex?
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Han Xiao
March 30, 2024 • 12 minutes read







[image: Vibrant YouTube-inspired artwork with a purple logo and red play buttons on a black backdrop.]



Knowledge base



Elevating YouTube Scripts with PromptPerfect: AI Mastery for Video Content Creators


See how PromptPerfect Interactive is revolutionizing YouTube content creation with AI-powered storytelling. Elevate your videos and connect with audiences like never before.
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Jina AI
March 26, 2024 • 9 minutes read
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Find Your Portal
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For Enterprises
Discover scalable multimodal AI strategies tailored to meet business needs.
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For Power Users
Utilize our streamlined multimodal tools to enhance your productivity.
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For Developers
Experience a comprehensive open-source multimodal AI stack designed for developers.
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For
Enterprise
We develop cutting-edge search foundational models for high-quality enterprise search and RAG solutions. Start with a free trial!
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Embeddings
Start with 1M free tokens. Top-performing, 8192 context length bilingual embeddings for your search and RAG systems.
settings_suggest
Our Embedding API is natively integrated with various renowned databases, vector stores, RAG, and LLMOps frameworks.
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Reranker
Try our cutting-edge reranker API to maximize your search relevancy and RAG accuracy. Starting for free!

question_mark
What is a Reranker?
A reranker is an AI model that refines the search results from a vector search or a dense retrieval model. Read more.

chevron_right




dns
On-premises deployment
Available on the marketplaces of your enterprise cloud

   




Try it for free, no credit card required
refresh
API key

content_copy

Each new key has some free tokens for you to try out. You can top up your key at any time. Make sure to store your API key at a safe place!



zoom_out_map
shopping_cartBuy tokens
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 data_objectcurl
 
 Read the docshelp_outlinefaq

uploadRequest


curl https://api.jina.ai/v1/embeddings \
  -H "Content-Type: application/json" \
  -H "Authorization: Bearer $JINA_API_KEY" \
  -d '{
    "input": ["Your text string goes here", "You can send multiple texts"],
    "model": "$MODEL_NAME"
  }'






downloadResponse


{
  "model": "undefined",
  "object": "list",
  "usage": {
    "total_tokens": 14,
    "prompt_tokens": 14
  },
  "data": [
    {
      "object": "embedding",
      "index": 0,
      "embedding": [
        -0.14528547,
        -1.0152762,
        ...
      ]
    },
    {
      "object": "embedding",
      "index": 1,
      "embedding": [
        -0.109809875,
        -0.76077706,
        ...
      ]
    }
  ]
}









sync
Available tokens
0

help_outline
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Our Publications
To understand how our large language models were trained from scratch for embedding tasks, check out our latest research and publications. Meet our team at the EMNLP, ACL, SIGIR, NeurIPS, and ICML conferences.
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Multi-Task Contrastive Learning for 8192-Token Bilingual Text Embeddings
We introduce a novel suite of state-of-the-art bilingual text embedding models that are designed to support English and another target language. These models are capable of processing lengthy text inputs with up to 8192 tokens, making them highly versatile for a range of natural language processing tasks such as text retrieval, clustering, and semantic textual similarity (STS) calculations. By focusing on bilingual models and introducing a unique multi-task learning objective, we have significantly improved the model performance on STS tasks, which outperforms the capabilities of existing multilingual models in both target language understanding and cross-lingual evaluation tasks. Moreover, our bilingual models are more efficient, requiring fewer parameters and less memory due to their smaller vocabulary needs. Furthermore, we have expanded the Massive Text Embedding Benchmark (MTEB) to include benchmarks for German and Spanish embedding models. This integration aims to stimulate further research and advancement in text embedding technologies for these languages.
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Jina Embeddings 2: 8192-Token General-Purpose Text Embeddings for Long Documents
Text embedding models have emerged as powerful tools for transforming sentences into fixed-sized feature vectors that encapsulate semantic information. While these models are essential for tasks like information retrieval, semantic clustering, and text re-ranking, most existing open-source models, especially those built on architectures like BERT, struggle to represent lengthy documents and often resort to truncation. One common approach to mitigate this challenge involves splitting documents into smaller paragraphs for embedding. However, this strategy results in a much larger set of vectors, consequently leading to increased memory consumption and computationally intensive vector searches with elevated latency.
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2023.8


EMNLP 2023




Jina Embeddings: A Novel Set of High-Performance Sentence Embedding Models
Jina Embeddings constitutes a set of high-performance sentence embedding models adept at translating textual inputs into numerical representations, capturing the semantics of the text. These models excel in applications like dense retrieval and semantic textual similarity. This paper details the development of Jina Embeddings, starting with the creation of high-quality pairwise and triplet datasets. It underlines the crucial role of data cleaning in dataset preparation, offers in-depth insights into the model training process, and concludes with a comprehensive performance evaluation using the Massive Text Embedding Benchmark (MTEB).
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For
Power Users
Experience powerful, user-friendly multimodal AI apps. No coding, no fuss, just results.
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Premier tool for prompt engineering

Original prompt
Your role is to be my brainstorming partner.




sync_alt



Optimized prompt
Your task is to be my brainstorming partner and provide creative ideas and suggestions for a given topic or problem. Your response should include original, unique, and relevant ideas that could help solve the problem or further explore the topic in an interesting way. Please note that your response should also take into account any specific requirements or constraints of the task.
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Leading AI solution for image captions and video summaries
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This video appears to be a nature footage featuring a charming white bunny and a butterfly in a grassy field. The bunny is seen interacting with the butterfly in different ways, showcasing their unique relationship. The natural surroundings provide a picturesque backdrop, enhancing the beauty of this simple yet captivating scene.









[image: The image depicts a logo comprising of a speech bubble, which implies a chat or communication theme, and includes the shape of a robot head to symbolize automation or AI presence. Inside the speech bubble, there appears to be a stylized letter `C,` all rendered in shades of blue against a black background. Although `Code` is mentioned, there's no consensus among the captions to include this, hence it has been omitted from the description. The image conveys a modern, tech-oriented feel, with a design that is both simple and visually striking due to the sharp contrast of blue on black.]
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More modality, longer memory, less cost


Who are you?
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Blog to banner, without the prompts!
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland - Chapter 1
Alice was beginning to get very tired of sitting by her sister on the bank, and of having nothing to do: once or twice she had peeped into the book her sister was reading, but it had no pictures or conversations in it, “and what is the use of a book,” thought Alice “without pictures or conversations?” So she was considering in her own mind (as well as she could, for the hot day made her feel very sleepy and stupid), whether the pleasure of making a daisy-chain would be worth the trouble of getting up and picking the daisies, when suddenly a White Rabbit with pink eyes ran close by her.
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See two sides of the coin, make rational decisions
Decision


thumb_up




thumb_down















For
Developers
Unleash the full power of multimodal AI with cutting-edge cloud-native technologies and open-source infrastructure.

[image: Jina AI Multimodal Stack]



Multimodal StackThe developer-friendly, cloud-native, and production-ready stack for building multimodal AI applications.
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Jina

 19.8K Stars


Orchestration


Cloud Native


Kubernetes


Embedding Serving


Model Serving
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schoolGraduated
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Jina
Build multimodal AI applications on the cloud
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DocArray

 2.7K Stars


Data Structure
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DocArray
The data structure for multimodal data
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LangChain-Serve

 1.6K Stars


Small Size Model


Prompt Serving


Model Serving


eggSandbox
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LangChain-Serve
Langchain apps on production with Jina & FastAPI
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VectorDB

 452 Stars


Vector Database


Embedding Serving


eggSandbox
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VectorDB
A Python vector database you just need - no more, no less
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RunGPT

 134 Stars


Large Size Model


Model Serving


eggSandbox
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RunGPT
An open-source cloud-native of large multimodal models serving framework
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Finetuner

 1.4K Stars


Embedding Tuning


scienceIncubating
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Finetuner
Fine-tune embeddings on domain specific data for better search quality
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DALL-E Flow

 2.8K Stars


Mid Size Model


Model Serving
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DALL-E Flow
A human-in-the-Loop workflow for creating HD images from text
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DiscoArt

 3.8K Stars


Mid Size Model


Model Serving
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DiscoArt
Create compelling Disco Diffusion artworks in one line of code
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CLIP-as-service

 12.2K Stars


Mid Size Model


Embedding Serving
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CLIP-as-service
Embed images and sentences into fixed-length vectors with CLIP
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JCloud

 294 Stars


Cloud Native


Kubernetes
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JCloud
Deploy a local project as a cloud service. Radically easy, no nasty surprises.
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ThinkGPT

 1.5K Stars


Prompt Tuning


Prompt Serving
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ThinkGPT
Agent techniques to augment your LLM and push it beyond its limits
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DevGPT

 1.6K Stars
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DevGPT
Your virtual development team
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Jerboa

 34 Stars


Large Size Model
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Jerboa
An experimental finetuner for open-source LLMs




Multimodal
Starter Kit

Want to build high-level AIGC applications using PromptPerfect, SceneXplain, BestBanner, JinaChat, Rationale APIs? We've got you covered! Try our easy-to-use SDK and get started in minutes.

 Build with Python
 Build with JavaScript



summarizeExample




 python




 javascript
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Offices
location_on
Berlin, Germany (HQ)
Ohlauer Str. 43 (1st floor), zone A, 10999 Berlin, Germany
Geschäftsanschrift: Leipziger str. 96, 10117 Berlin, Germany


location_on
Beijing, China
Level 5, Building 6, No.48 Haidian West St. Beijing Haidian, China


location_on
Shenzhen, China
402, Floor 4, Fu'an Technology Building, Shenzhen Nanshan, China
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